VXS-ASSK

Aluminium Smooth Running Cranes
for VACUSPEED VXS
The Probst aluminum wall and pillar swing
cranes are particularly designed for operation
with vacuum hose lifter VACUSPEED VXS.

VXS-AWSK

Pillar Swing Crane VXS-ASSK-65-4
Same specifications as Wall Swing Crane AWSK,
but slewing range 270°, length and working
load limit see table.
Important notice:
The assumption for mounting the pillar swing
crane using the set of dowels is minimum thickness of the concrete floor of 200 mm (73/4“)
and a concrete quality C20/25. (Simple installation, no flange plates needed).

Optional accessories:
Set of dowels DS-ASSK, consisting of the following components:
Special Anchor with mortar cartridge and bushes, 8 times threaded M 12, thickness of plate
min. 8 mm (1/3“) max 25 mm (1“).

Wall Swing Crane VXS-AWSK-65-4
VXS-ASSK-KP

The equal load distribution of the rollers of
roller suspension eliminates cocking of the suspension, even when pulled sideways.
Special bearings of the swinging arm and
the use of lightweight aluminium are ensuring
easy and smooth operation.
Special, long lasting rollers

Slewing range 180°
Optimized height of the jib.
The static for fixing the crane to the wall
has to be checked by the customer.
Comes with adjustable stop, carrier for pipe
or cable, roller suspension for hose lifter.
CE approved

Modern design
Innovative geometrie of the jib profile.
Adjustable stops to restrict the the movement along the jib if required.
Type

VXS-ASSK-65-4
VXS-AWSK-65-4
VXS-ASSK-KP-65-4
DS-ASSK

Slewing Range

Reach
mm (in)

270°
4,000 (157”)
180°
4,000 (157”)
For crane 65 kg, reach 4 m
Set of dowel for pillar swing crane

Working Load Limit
WLL kg (Ibs)

65 (143)
65 (143)

Order-Number

4200.0137
4200.0138
4200.0157
4200.0100

021218

Technical data contained in this catalogue can be modified without prior notice in the interest of progress. Illustrations are exemplary and non-binding. No liability accepted for any misprints, mistakes and errors.

The vacuum hose lifters eliminate the manual
lifting job completely, but swinging the crane
arm around or pulling the suspension along the
jib can be very burdening when using standard
heavy crane systems.
The new aluminium crane systems of Probst
are now offering ergonomically advantages by
smooth running and lightweight design.
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